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TYPES OF  TESTING

Unit Testing: Testing individual code units in isolation to verify their
functionality and behavior.

Integration Testing: Testing interactions and integration between
modules/components to ensure correct functionality.

Functional Testing: Testing the functionality of a software system to
ensure it meets specified requirements.

Regression Testing: Testing previously validated functionality to catch any
new defects introduced by changes or enhancements.

Acceptance Testing: Testing to determine if a system meets acceptance
criteria and stakeholder needs.



Unit Testing 
(  TODAY’S TOPIC  😄 )



UNIT TEST 

It is a self-contained, piece of code that evaluates and verifies the

 correctness and expected behavior of another piece of code,

 typically at the level of individual functions or methods.UNIT



WHY UNIT TESTING? 

Increases confidence in refactoring

Detect and prevent bugs early in the development
process

Ensure individual units of code function correctly in
isolation

Support continuous integration and delivery
practices

Focused and Comprehensive



Isolatable

Repeatable

Independent

Automatable

Focused and Comprehensive

UNIT TESTING PRINCIPLES

Unit



Testing Framework 



TESTING FRAMEWORK CONSISTS



Introduction To
Mocha,Chai &Sinon



MOCHA

A test runner for JavaScript in Node.js and browsers, perfect for organizing and
executing tests

Define test cases effortlessly with hooks for setup and teardown, ensuring
well-structured and organized test environments.

provides a straightforward and expressive syntax for writing tests





CHAI

Expressive and flexible JavaScript assertion library for test-driven development.

Rich set of assertion styles (should, expect, assert) for clear and concise
assertions, tailored to developers' preferred syntax.

Extensible plugin system for additional matchers, framework integrations,
and customized assertion behaviors.



Chai’s different assertion styles



SINON 

JavaScript mocking library used for creating test doubles such as spies, stubs,
and mocks.

enable  for creating test doubles, enabling easy spying on function calls,
stubbing method behavior, and mocking objects.

(PRONOUNCED "SIGH-NON"(PRONOUNCED "SIGH-NON"(PRONOUNCED "SIGH-NON")))





REST API TESTING

Check status codes, data format (JSON, XML), and content accuracy.

 Verify endpoints respond correctly to requests (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).

Automated verification of functionality of a RESTful API using HTTP requests
and response validation.

Tests  that the API responds appropriately to invalid requests.



TEST COVERAGE REPORTING WITH "NYC"

can be integrated into your continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD)
pipelines

can specify the output format, such as text, HTML, or  XML, using the
configuration options.

provide insights into which parts of your code are covered by tests and
their respective coverage percentages





FEW POINTS ABOUT TDD

helps in creating clear and specific requirements by writing test cases that
define the expected behavior of the code.

promotes better code quality by encouraging developers to write modular
and testable code

a development approach where tests are written before the code
implementation.
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